
(65) Best Social Media Campaign



A. Introduction and Description of  Main Event

For almost three decades, Thunder Over Louisville continues to deliver a pyrotechnics spectacular like no 

other. Created as the Opening Ceremonies of the Kentucky Derby Festival, it offers an explosive kick-off 

to three entire weeks of celebration in Louisville, Kentucky and Southern Indiana. With an estimated 

average attendance of half a million people, it has become the largest annual event in its region. 

The show continues to be the largest annual pyrotechnics display in North America thanks to the artistry 

of Zambelli Internationale and the production of Visual Presentations. Staging the pyrotechnic 

spectacular of Thunder each year for the Derby Festival is the First Family of Fireworks. Zambelli 

Fireworks Internationale first became involved with Thunder Over Louisville in 1991. The annual show is 

larger than the opening and closing ceremonies of the Atlanta and Barcelona Olympics combined. 

According to the Zambellis, it is unchallenged as the largest annual pyrotechnic production in North 

America.



B. Description, purpose and objective of Social Media Campaign

The Thunder Over Louisville social media campaign was simple: create as much 
engagement and excitement about the event as possible. We garnered people’s 
attention by graphically showing what the day is all about. That means showing 
plenty of pictures / videos of airplanes and fireworks. Our organic and paid social 
media posts received thousands upon thousands of engagements and website 
visitors.

In 2017, we put even more focus on including ways to amplify our sponsorships, 
run contests, and use relatively new tactics, such as Facebook Live Video and 
Snapchat Geofilters. We also used LinkedIn to help our Kentucky Derby Festival 
sales team promote and sell Thunder Corporate Hospitality Tents.



C:  Social Media Platforms used (provide up to 5 screenshots of each 
platform used)

Facebook — Thunder Over Louisville

Facebook — Kentucky Derby Festival

Twitter — Kentucky Derby Festival



C:  Social Media Platforms used (provide up to 5 screenshots of each 
platform used)

Instagram — Kentucky Derby Festival LinkedIn — Kentucky Derby Festival

Snapchat — Kentucky Derby Festival
YouTube — Kentucky Derby Festival



D.  Social Media Advertising used (provide up to 5 screenshots of 
each social advertising used)

Facebook Event Ad Facebook News Feed Ad Facebook Leads Ad –

Corporate Hospitality Tents



D.  Social Media Advertising used (provide up to 5 screenshots of 
each social advertising used)

Instagram News Feed Ad
LinkedIn InMail –

Thunder Corporate Hospitality Tents
Snapchat Sponsored Filter



Target Audience

• Primary Audience: Adults 18+

• Louisville metro area

• Surrounding areas in Southern Indiana

• Lexington metro area

• Commonwealth of Kentucky

• Secondary Audience: Presenting Event Sponsors & Fans of 
Sponsors

• Horseshoe Southern Indiana; LG&E; Meijer; USP; Valero

E. Target Audience for Social Media Campaign



E. Target Audience for Social Media Campaign



F.    Editorial Calendar and Timeline for Campaign



G.  Examples of Hashtags, Contests, Polls & Quizzes etc., used 
during Campaign

Main event hashtag

#ThunderOverLouisville

Contests

#MyThunderMoment was a co-
promoted online contest where 
Meijer shoppers were encouraged 
to either print out or visit in-store 
displays, take their picture, and 
upload it to Facebook or Instagram. 
Here are a few examples of this 

contest. 



G.  Examples of Hashtags, Contests, Polls & Quizzes etc., used during 
Campaign

The Valero-Thunder VIP ticket promotion was 
specifically targeted at individuals throughout 
the state of Kentucky and Indiana, who lived in 
the same zip code as a Valero gas station. This 
campaign delivered 1,462 registrations via the 

paid advertising campaign.



2017 Thunder Over Louisville Earned Media Metrics

Total Media Mentions: 7,813

Total Publicity Value: $63,082,092

Total Ad Value: $21,027,364

Total News Audience: 2,273,228,149

Total Traditional News Hits: 2,358

Broadcast: 1,520

Print/Online: 838

Total Social Media Hits: 5,455

Twitter: 2,219

Instagram: 2,109

Facebook: 769

YouTube: 140

Blogs: 176

H. Additional Media exposure received from Social Media Campaign



Thunder Over Louisville annually attracts an audience of over 600,000, however 
that number is greatly effected by the weather.  This year’s event had poor weather 
predictions leading up to that day so the attendance was actually down, with an 
estimated 250,000 – 300,000.  

However, the social interactions, contest participation and overall impressions were 
up over previous years by 700,000 impressions.  

Additional revenue that came in from social media contests alone in 2017 was 
$14,200 from a new special Light Up Pin created for the Meijer Moment Contest.  

I. Estimate of revenue and/or attendance increase as a result of 
Social Media Campaign



J.  Analytics Overview (listing Demographics, Impressions, Shares, 
Mentions, etc.)



K.  What makes the Social Media Campaign unique and creative?

The Thunder Over Louisville social media campaign checked off a lot of boxes 
when it came to users’ online expectations. It also completed several company 

objectives in terms of promotions and sales. 

Because of the event’s enormous popularity from year to year, we always expect 
organic traffic and engagements to be high. However, we wanted to start taking 
advantage of that in 2017 by creating more contests, promoting our sponsors, 

and adding additional social platforms for the mix. 

The variety of social posts and ad units make this campaign especially unique and 
creative. We were success in keeping the Thunder Over Louisville brand 

consistent and prominent no matter where our message was broadcasted.



L.  Overall effectiveness/success of Social Media Campaign

Compared to previous years, the 2017 Thunder Over Louisville campaign 
garnered more impressions, clicks, and engagements than any that came before 
it. We reached our target audience on more social platforms by utilizing a variety 
of organic and paid posts. We also focused more heavily on the event itself. By 
using Snapchat geofilters, we were able to keep engagement going from early 
March all the way through the end of the event.



2.    Updates, changes from year before?  Successful? Measurable 
results?

Comparing the 2016 and 2017 paid media metrics, we significantly increased 
our awareness by 700,000 impressions. The 2016 report is below in order to 

compare the 2017 report shown in section E.



J.  Supporting Materials

Video

https://youtu.be/CjHapUBxAmM

https://youtu.be/CjHapUBxAmM


J.  Supporting Materials


